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Estes Park photographer explores landscape, architecture and collage 
in new exhibits in Estes Park.


Estes Park, CO — Two new exhibits featuring 42 images total are now on public display at Med-X of Estes 
Park, and at Estes Park Health through September 2020.


The photographer, John Shelton, of Shelton PhotoWorks in Estes Park, has been shooting photographs for 
more than thirty years, but only professionally in the past six, and only in Estes Park since he moved here four 
years ago.  Shelton arrived here in semi-retirement from his past profession as a non-profit arts administrator 
while living in Idaho and Nevada.


His photographic work emphasizes both natural and manmade elements, separate or together, exploring 
relationships, and drawing attention to the depth and power of photo subjects, isolating their importance 
within the moment.  Using the tools of perspective and illumination, his imagery highlights the textures, 
patterns, lines, and layers within, while presenting strong contrasts and rich complementary hues throughout. 
Whether in color or grayscale, the work evokes mood, serenity, solitude, and even an ethereal quality that 
brings added depth, beauty, and meaning to a thing, place, or situation.


In these particular exhibitions, Shelton focuses on three specific areas: natural landscape, architecture, and 
digital collage.  “Like most landscape photographers working in the Rockies, I’m heavily influenced by Ansel 
Adams and John Fielder, working in both color and black and white.”  His landscape images reflect many of 
the familiar, as well as isolated areas around Estes Park and the Rocky Mountain National Park.  However, his 
work is also drawn to the “vastness” found in the open plains of eastern Colorado and the deserts of the 
intermountain west.  His work locally includes shots of Longs Peak, Pawnee Grasslands, Garden of the Gods, 
and Lory State Park.


In the structural imagery, his work tends to play off stark contrasts, angles, and perspective,  “My 
architectural work is very much influenced by the great photographers, Julius Shulman, and Ezra Stoller, who 
generally focused on the scale and expanse of modern design elements.  My work emphasizes unusual 



vantage points and textures shot in black and white that highlight the building within its environment.”  
Current images include the Denver International Airport, Chords Bridge, the Saint Louis Arch, and more.


Shelton’s more recent move into digital collage is a more contemporary vehicle for his photography.  “Collage 
seems a natural artistic extension of my established work in photographing architectural structures.  It draws 
heavily from concepts laid out by the artist, David Hockney.”  Rather than relying on a single image, the 
subject is dissected into numerous images often taken from various locations and perspectives.  The images 
are then loosely reassembled in post-production.  Shelton notes that “Photography is often perceived as the 
‘freezing’ of a single moment in time.  In fact, much of photography’s artistic allure is often due to stopping 
time long enough to ponder the instant something happens, and examine it more closely — the athlete 
suspended in midair, the wry smile in portraiture, the seasonal eloquence of a vista in landscape.”  Here, his 
images seek to find the moment to be uncertain, more fleeting — less a projection of the frozen “instant,” but 
rather a statement of movement within a static frame.  “Here we see the future and the past all at once, the 
displacement of a photographic ‘reality,' and the fragile instability of present time.  People and things 
reappear elsewhere; embracing the known becomes unknown; perspectives become altered, and we are 
forced to examine our changing world differently.”  The collage subjects include downtown Estes Park, Union 
Station in Denver, and the Pulitzer Museum in Saint Louis, among others.


Shelton’s work has been exhibited in eleven juried group and solo shows nationwide during the past three 
years.  His images have been published locally in the Estes Park Trail Gazette and in the Estes Park News, 
and in Nevada Magazine.  He is a member of the Art Center of Estes Park, 517 Big Thompson Avenue, with 
works on regular display.


The current exhibitions are free and accessible to everyone during normal business hours.  All works are 
available for sale.  The landscape and architectural work is on display at Med-X, located at 158 1st Street.  
The collage work is displayed at Estes Park Health, located at 555 Prospect Avenue, both in Estes Park.  
Further information on Shelton’s work can be found on the internet at sheltonphotoworks.com.
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